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Finish Give Yourself The Gift
A woman who lived far beyond eight decades had been in the habit of having a birthday party every year. Her friends and relatives always remembered her with little gifts, ...
Harvey Mackay: The art of gift-giving
Joshua Jackson recently revealed it was his now wife Jodie Turner-Smith who asked him to marry her. Writer Jennifer Lane, who proposed to her husband on their second anniversary as a couple, explains ...
Why Should I Have To Wait For It To Come To Me? Proposing To My Boyfriend Is The Best Decision I Ever Made
Saving money can be hard for a number of reasons. Often, there is not a large margin between what most people earn and what most people spend. Without some type of strategy, that little bit ...
16 Effective Ways To Trick Yourself Into Saving Money
Tuesday night at Allegiant Stadium, Any Occasion Baskets was recognized as the winner of a small-business contest cosponsored by the Las Vegas Raiders and America First Credit Union. As winner of the ...
Gift-basket business hits the ‘big time’ in winning Raiders sponsorship package
There's a new indie-pop icon in town and her name is Charli Adams. The American singer is expanding her fanbase, containing Taylor Swift, Bon Iver, and Phoebe Bridgers, but also just released her ...
Charli Adams: “The World Needs to Give Less of a Fuck”
AFC Richmond's own Rebecca Welton weighs in on Ted Lasso season two, and the cast's “100% nauseatingly real” affection for one another.
Hannah Waddingham on the Gift of Ted Lasso
Hear from Oscar Wilde, Molly Malone, and other iconic figures on this Dublin tour that brings history, and statues, to life.
If Statues Could Talk: The Unique Tour In Ireland You’ll Want To Experience
Given a cinema release earlier in the summer, Aideen Kane, Lucy Kennedy and Maeve O’Boyle’s absorbing film charts the build-up to the 2018 referendum on abortion, which ended for the Yes campaigners ...
From an absorbing documentary charting Repeal the Eighth to a look at the life of a teenage drug lord… the top TV shows to watch this week
It's National Lipstick Day once again, and yes, the beauty industry's most popular brands have delivered the goods. Here, the best deals and bargains to take advantage of this ...
Prepare Those Pouts, Here Are The Best Deals To Come Out Of National Lipstick Day 2021
Sandesh played a crucial role in the Indian football team's recent FIFA World Cup and AFC Asian Cup Joint Qualifiers campaign as India finished third in Group E and qualified for the third round of ...
‘Best gift’, says city boy Jhingan on getting footballer of the year award on birthday
Beatie Deutsch appeared out of nowhere in 2016 to become a top female runner globally -- all while racing in modest attire; now a top sporting brand wants to showcase her faith ...
Adidas chooses an American-Israeli Orthodox mom as the face of a new campaign
No favorites, I like them all. But in the voluminous reading I did for the project, I had frequent revelations of largely forgotten, terrific essayists such as John Jay Chapman, Agnes Repplier, Sui ...
Phillip Lopate Is No Fan of ‘The Catcher in the Rye’
LOSING yourself in a LEGO® set is always fun and our edit of the best LEGO gifts for kids is guaranteed to catapult you to gifting greatness in a child’s eyes. As a present, LEGO has always been a ...
The 18 best LEGO gift sets for kids of all ages
Federer’s tenure, as one of the most celebrated players in the sport’s history, will come to an end one day. Now that he’s etched his name into tennis folklore, it’s time to appreciate his illustrious ...
Roger Federer’s Gift To Tennis
Biles deciding not to compete in the gymnastics team final in Tokyo on Tuesday night told us more about this remarkable woman than had she performed brilliantly to win another gold medal.
A gift from the GOAT: Simone Biles shows it’s OK to choke
I was killin’ it last week, y’all. I organized my kid’s transport to and from theater camp each day; dealt with both scheduled and surprise doctors’ visits with my girls; designed and delivered a ...
Hayes: I was killin' it last week – until the cart rack debacle
When Grid Studio approached me about a framed iPhone, I was intrigued by the idea. After checking its website, I decided to go forward with this review. At the time of writing this, I already had the ...
The Grid 4S Review: An iPhone You Can Just Keep Looking At
CAPE TOWN - TO say Akani Simbine has unfinished business with major championship finals is putting it mildly.While he was able to win the 2018 Commonwealth Games title, those 100m world crowns have ...
Akani Simbine primed for 100m medal: I want to fight to be the fastest man in the world
Fighter Records Rating: 1/5 Reviewer: Graeme Smith Chile, a deeply religious country, for a long time previously banned Iron Maiden in the 90’s thinking it to be Satanic. More recently however, the ...
Bólido – Against The World
By withdrawing from the Olympics team finals this week, Simone Biles sent a message I would have given anything to hear as a young gymnast: Sometimes it's not worth it, writes Lucia Osborne-Crowley.
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